Homeroom for Educators unifies and organizes student information via a powerful online data portal

Data is imported from our Skyward student information system nightly, such as demographics, grades, attendance, and discipline. It is then combined with data from others sources, such as assessment scores loaded directly into the application. The data is then given a consistent look and feel via easy-to-use interfaces, so that all of our student and assessment data is one convenient place for viewing, printing and downloading.

Teachers and Staff use Homeroom to access all kinds of reports and graphs of student and assessment data. Homeroom has another Module called Classroom which elementary teachers use for entering District Assessment Scores (Common Math Assessment – CMA and Elementary Individual Reading Assessment – EIRA). Administrators use Classroom to view either individual teacher scores or a teacher summary of the district assessment scores that have been entered.

Features:

**Student Spotlight**
A dedicated page for each student encompassing valuable data in single view...

**Assessments**
The Assessment Widget allows viewing of single assessments, assessment sets, disaggregation and item analysis...

**Student Groups**
Nightly, Homeroom generates student groups based on enrollment information such as school years, grade levels, classes, and activities...

**Risk Indicators**
This highly configurable widget displays and calculates indicators related to risk...

**Student Learning Plans**
This time efficient widget allows for SLPs to be mass assigned and mass printed...

**Data Extracts**
We have over twenty-five types of extracts, each built for a specific data visualization need...